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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the role of criterion minimization as a means
for parameter estimation� Most traditional methods� such as maximum
likelihood and prediction error identi�cation are based on these princi�
ples� However� somewhat surprisingly� it turns out that it is not always
�optimal� to try to �nd the absolute minimum point of the criterion� The
reason is that �stopped minimization� �where the iterations have been ter�
minated before the absolute minimum has been reached� has more or less
identical properties as using regularization �adding a parametric penalty
term�� Regularization is known to have bene�cial e	ects on the variance
of the parameter estimates and it reduces the 
variance contribution� of
the mis�t� This also explains the concept of 
overtraining� in neural nets�

How does one know when to terminate the iterations then� A useful
criterion would be to stop iterations when the criterion function applied
to a validation data set no longer decreases� However� we show in this
paper� that applying this technique extensively may lead to the fact that
the resulting estimate is an unregularized estimate for the total data set�
Estimation  validation data�

� Introduction

A general nonlinear regression model can be expressed as

y�t� � g���t�� �� �����

�



When used in system identi�cation y�t� would be the output of the system
and ��t� would contain past inputs and outputs� � is the parameter vector
which has to be �tted to data so that the model resembles the the input�output
behavior of the system as well as possible� If g��� �� is a nonlinear black�box
model it typically must contain quite a few parameters to possess the 	exibility
to approximate almost 
any� function� The results in this paper apply to all
ill�conditioned� parameterized models and we will especially address adaptive
Neural Networks �NN� which typically belongs to this group� �Saarinen et al��
����
A characteristic feature of NN models is that the dimension of � is quite

high� often several hundreds� From an estimation point of view this should
raise some worries� since it is bound to give a large 
variance error� �i�e�� that
modeling errors that originate from the noise disturbances in the estimation
�
training�� data set cause mis�ts when the model is applied to a validation
�
generalization�� data set�� Nevertheless NN�s have shown good abilities for
modeling dynamical systems�
In this paper we explain why this is so� The key is the concept of regu�

larization� In Section � we show how regularization reduces the variance error
and in Section � we show how typically used iterative estimation �
training��
procedures� such as backpropagation� implicitly employs regularization if the
search is terminated before the absolute minimum is reached� We also explain
the phenomenon of 
overtraining� in NN in this way� Section � contains an
example that illustrates this analysis�
It thus becomes a key issue is to determine when to terminate the search�

i�e�� how many iterations of the numerical algorithm should be applied� In
the general case the number of iterations could be chosen by cross�validation�
i�e�� a second data set� not used to estimate the parameters in the model� is
used to determine when the search should be terminated and in Section � we
show that this can lead to some paradoxes� if too much trust is given to the
cross�validation�

� Regularization and variance reduction

Regularization is a well known concept in statistical parameter estimation� See�
e�g�� �Wahba� ��� Vapnik� ���� Draper and Nostrand� ���� Recently the
concept has also been brought up in connection with neural networks� e�g��
�Poggio and Girosi� ��� Moody� ��� MacKay� ��� Sj�oberg and Ljung�
��� Ljung and Sj�oberg� ���� We shall in this section describe� in a tutorial
fashion� the basic aspects and bene�ts of regularization�
Let us �rst stress that the calculations to come are carried out under typical

and 
conventional� assumptions in parameter estimation� The set�up is the
same as in� e�g�� �Ljung� ����� This means that the analysis to its character
is asymptotic in the number of observations and local around 
the true value�
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of the parameters� 
Global� issues� like the existence of local minima of the
criterion function will thus not be addressed� It should however also be said�
that the only property that we require below from the 
true value� �� is that it
is a local minimum of the expected criterion function� such that its associated
prediction errors are uncorrelated with the �rst and second derivatives of the
function g with respect to � �evaluated at ���� We do not require that such a
parameter value is unique�
Consider the following general nonlinear regression problem� We observe

y�t� and ��t� for t � �� � � � � N and introduce the notation

ZN � �yN � uN ��

yN � �y���� � � � � y�N��T

uN � �u���� � � � � u�N��T �����

We want to estimate the parameter � in a relationship

y�t� � g��� ��t�� �����

Assume that the observed data actually can be described by

y�t� � g���� ��t�� � e�t� �����

for a realization of a white noise sequence fe�t�g� Let

�� � Ee��t� �����

We estimate � by a common prediction error method�

��N � argmin
�

VN ��� Z
N � �����

where

VN ��� Z
N � �

�

N

NX
t��

�y�t�� g��� ��t��� �����

which is the maximum likelihood �ML� criterion if e�t� Gaussian noise� We do

not assume that the value ��N is unique� The only thing that matters is that� as
N grows larger� ��N becomes close to a value �� with the properties mentioned
in the beginning of this section�
We thus have the following model for the relationship between y�t� and ��t��

�y�t� � g���N � ��t�� �����

As a quality measure for the model we could choose

�VN � E �V ���N � �����
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where
�V ��� � E�y�t�� g��� ��t��� ����

Note that in ���� expectation is over ��t� and e�t�� while in ����� expectation

is over the random variable ��N �which depends on the random variables ��t��
e�t� t � N�
It is a well�known� general result that

�VN � ���� �
d

N
� ������

where
d � dim � ������

See� e�g�� �Ljung� ����� p ����
This says that when the parametrization is 	exible enough to contain a true

description of the system ������ each estimated parameter gives a contribution to
the error ������ that does not depend on how important the parameter actually
is for the �t� In other words� regardless of how sensitively VN ��� depends on
a certain parameter �i� its contribution to the variance model error ������ still
is ���N � We can thus have parameters that do no good in improving the �t
in ����� but just makes the model ����� worse when applied to a new data set�
This is known as over�t�
There could also be parameters that do contribute marginally to the �t�

but whose contribution to the error ������ is larger� That is to say that if a
parameter improves the �t in �VN � de�ned in ������ by less than ���N � it is
better to leave it out from the parametrization� because its overall e�ect on the
model will be negative� Let us call such parameters super�uous�
In practice� we may have a situation where we suspect that there are too

many parameters in a given parametrization� but we cannot a priori point to
those that are super	uous� This situation apparently is at hand for neural
network models� The traditional way to deal with this problem in statistics is
to use regularization�
In our context this means that we seek to minimize

WN ��� � VN ��� � � j � � �� j
� ������

instead of ������ �Of course� in practice we do not know ��� so that the 
attrac�
tion term� in ������ will be around some nominal guess ��� We shall discuss
that modi�cation later�� This criterion corresponds to a maximum a posteriori

�MAP� estimate of the parameters with the prior assumption that they belong

to a normal distribution centered at �� and with variance ���I � Let ���N be the
value of � that minimizes WN ��� so that

W �

N �
���N � � � ������
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Now� ���N will be arbitrarily close to �� for N su ciently large� �Recall the
properties of �� that we listed above� Then� by Taylor�s expansion around ���
we obtain

� �W �

N �
���N � �W �

N ���� � �
���N � ���W

��

N ���� ������

so that
����N � ��� � ��W ��

N �����
��W �

N ���� ������

Note that� for large N � due to the law of large numbers

W ��

N ���� � V ��N ���� � ��I � ��Q� �I�

where
Q � E	�t�	T �t� ������

	�t� �
d

d�
g��� ��t�� j���� ������

Moreover

W �

N ���� �
�

N

NX
t��

	�t�e�t� ������

so
E NW �

N �����W
�

N �����
T � ���Q �����

which shows that

P
�
� E����N � ������

�
N � ���

T �
��
N
�Q� �I���Q�Q� �I��� ������

�These calculations follow exactly the corresponding traditional calculations�
e�g�� in �Ljung� ����� Chapter � All assumptions and formal veri�cations are
entirely analogous��
Now� what is the model quality measure ����� in this case! Let us introduce

�V �
N � E �V ����N �

We have� by Taylor�s expansion�

E �V ����N � � E

�
�V ���� � ���

�
N � ��� �V

����� �
�

�
����N � ���

T �V ���������
�
N � ���

�
�

� �� � � �
�

�
E tr

n
�Q����N � ������

�
N � ���

T
o
� �� � trQP ������

Here we used that �V ����� � � and �V
������ � �Q� Now plugging in ������ gives

�V �
N � ���� �

�

N
trQ�Q� �I���Q�Q� �I����
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Since all the matrices written within trace can be diagonalized simultaneously
we �nd that

�V �
N � ���� �

"d

N
� ������

"d �

dX
i��


�i
�
i � ���


i � eigenvalues of Q ������

First� we notice that for � � � we reobtain ������� Second� suppose that the
spread of the eigenvalues 
i is quite substantial �which usually is the case for
neural nets� see �Saarinen et al�� ����� so that 
i is often either signi�cantly
larger or signi�cantly smaller than �� In that case� we can interpret "d as follows�

"d � number of eigenvalues of Q
that are larger than �

������

Here we see the important bene�t of regularization� The super�uous param�

eters no longer have a bad in�uence on the model performance�
We must however also address the problem that in practice we cannot use

�� in ������ but must use

WN ��� � VN ��� � � j � � �� j�

for some nominal guess ��� Then the estimate ���N will not converge to the true
value �� but to some other value �

� as N ��� This gives an extra contribution
to ������ which is

�V ����� �V ���� � ��
� � ���

TQ��� � ��� ������

Now� in general �� and �� need not be close� We stress that the analysis to
follow is based on ������� which will hold if a second order approximation of the
criterion function is reasonable in the region 
between� �� and ��� This may be
true even if �� and �� are not close�
We know that� by de�nition of �� and ��

�V ����� � ����� � ��� � � ������

�V ����� � �V ����� � �Q��
� � ��� � � � �Q��

� � ��� ������

This gives

Q��� � ��� � ����� � ��� � ����� � �� � �� � ���

or
�Q� �I���� � ��� � ����� � ��� ������

which� inserted into ������ gives

�V ����� �V ���� � ����� � ���T �Q� �I���Q�Q� �I������ � ���
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Now�

jj �Q� �I���Q�Q� �I��� jj� max
i


i
�
i � ���

�
�

��

so

j �V ����� �V ���� j�
�

�
j �� � �� j

�
�����

What all this means is the following� Suppose that we do have some knowl�
edge about the order of magnitude of �� �so that j �� � �� j is not exceed�
ingly large�� Suppose also that there are d���� parameters that contribute with
eigenvalues of Q that are less than �� Then introducing regularization � with
parameter � � decreases the model error ������ by ��d

��N � at the same time
as the increase ������ due to bias is less than ��� � j �� � �� j�� Regularization
thus leads to a better mean square error of the model if

��d
����

N
�
�

�
j �� � �� j�� � ������

This expression gives a precise indication of when regularization is good and
what levels of � are reasonable� Note that

Q � E	�t�	T �t�

is a matrix of which we have a good estimate from data �assuming that the
current estimate of � is close to ���� This means that d

���� is known to us with
good approximation� Likewise� we will have a good estimate of ��� N is a �xed�
known number� and really the only unknown quantity in ������ is ��� With
some measure of the size of j ��� �� j we should thus choose the regularization
parameter � such that

�� � argmax
�
f
��d

����

N
�
�

�
j �� � �� j�g ������

Let us conclude this section by deriving how much the estimate ���N di�ers

from ��N � We will �nd use of it in the next section�
We have

� �W �

N �
���N � � V �N �

���N � � ���
���N � ���

Also
V �N �

���N � � V �N �
��N � � V ��N �

��N ����
�
N � ��N � � �Q���

�
N � ��N �

We thus have
Q����N � ��N � � ������N � ��N � ��N � ���

or
����N � ��N � � ��Q� �I������ � ��N � ������

This can also be written as

���N � �I �M����N �M��
� ������

�



M� � ���I �Q��� ������

so the regularized estimate is a weighted mean between the unregularized one
and the nominal value ���

� Terminating iterative search for the mini�

mum is regularization

The unregularized estimate ��N � de�ned by ����� is usually computed by iterative
search of the following kind�

��
�i���
N � ��

�i�
N � �

�i�
N H�i�V �N �

��
�i�
N � �����

��
���
N � ��

Here superscript �i� indicates the i�th iterate� The step size �
�i�
N is determined

by some search along the indicated line� H�i� is a positive de�nite matrix that
may modify the search direction from the negative gradient one� V �N � to some
other one� The initial value �� is natural to use� viewing �� as some prior guess
of ���
Now� note that for any reasonable choices of �

�i�
N and H�i� �neglecting local

minima� we have

lim
i��

��
�i�
N � ��N �����

The question we are going to address here is what estimate we have after a �nite
number of iterations�
Now� by Taylor�s expansion

V �N �
��
�i�
N � � Q���

�i�
N � ��N � �����

where Q is de�ned by ������� Introduce

"�
�i�
N � ��

�i�
N � ��N �����

Then ����� gives

"�
�i�
N �

iY
j��

�I � �
�i�
N H�i�Q���� � ��N � �����

This can be written as

��
�i�
N � �I �Mi���N �Mi�

� �����

Mi �

iY
j��

�I � �
�j�
N H�j�Q� �����
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If H�i� and �
�i�
N are held constant during the estimation ����� becomes

Mi � �I � �NHQ�i �����

Compare ������ ����� with ������� ������# The point now is that � except in
the true Newton case H � Q�� � the matricesMi andM� behave similarly� For
simplicity� take H � I �making ����� a gradient search scheme�� and assume
that Q is diagonal with decreasing values along the diagonal �this can always
be achieved by a change of variables�� Then the j�th diagonal element of M�

will be

M
�jj�
� �

�


j � �
����

while the corresponding element of Mi is

M
�jj�
i � ��� �
j�

i ������

By necessity� we must choose �  ��
� to keep the scheme ����� convergent� In
Figure � we plot these two expressions as functions of ��
j � We see that the
e�ect is pretty much the same� The amount of regularization that is in	icted
depends as the size of � �large � corresponds to small i��
We may formalize this relationship between i and � further� Asymptotically�

for small 
i we have that
M

�jj�
� �M

�jj�
i

implies
i log��� �
j� � � log�� � 
j���

or

i �
�

��
������

Hence the number of iterations is directly linked to the regularization parameter�
The number� "d� of e cient parameters in the parametrization depends on the
regularization parameter � �

"d��� ������

as described by ������� Via ������ we thus see that the e cient number of
parameters used in the parametrization actually increases with the number of
iterations �
training cycles�� �

"d�i� ������

In summary we have established here that 
un�nished� search for the min�
imization of a criterion function has the same e�ect as regularization towards
the initial value ��� Only schemes that allow exact convergence in a �nite num�
ber of steps do not show this feature� If the regularization is implemented by
terminated search we will call it implicit regularization to distinguish from the
explicit regularization when WN is being minimized� A related discussion with
similar ideas can also be found in �Wahba� �����
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� An Illustrative Example

Let us now illustrate what has been said by modeling an hydraulic robot arm
with a NN model�
The goal is to model the dynamics of a hydraulically controlled robot arm�

The position of the robot arm is controlled by the oil pressure in the cylinder
which in turn is controlled by the size of the valve through which the oil 	ows�
The valve size� u�t�� and the oil pressure� y�t� are input and output signals�
respectively� They are shown in Figure �� As seen in the oil pressure� we have
a very oscillative settling period after a step change of the valve size� These
oscillations are caused by mechanical resonances in the robot arm�
If the oil pressure had been linearly dependent on the valve position then�

of course� there would be no reason to use a NN to model this behavior� but
a linear black�box model would have been su cient� The oscillations of the oil
pressure� however� decay in a nonlinear way� and therefore we tried a network
model�
The model is a feed forward neural network with one hidden layer� shown

in Figure �� �see e�g�� �Hecht�Nielsen� ���� or any book about NN for an ex�
planation of the NN terminology�� The model can be mathematically described
as

g��� ��t�� �

HX
j��

cj
�Aj��t� � aj� � c� �����

where � contains all parameters� cj � Aj and aj � H is the number of hidden units

and Aj are vectors of parameters with the same dimension as ��t�� 
��� is given

��
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Figure �� A feedforward network with one hidden layer and one output unit�
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Figure �� Measured values of valve position �top� and oil pressure �bottom��

by


�x� �
�

� � e�x
�����

which is called the sigmoid function�
We had ���� samples available which were divided into two equally sized

sets� the estimation and validation sets�
The input vector to the network� ��t� consists of values of y�s� and u�s�

with s  t� and the output is �y�t� � g���t�� ��� the predicted value of y�t�� The
dimension of ��t� determines the number of inputs in the network� After having
tried several alternatives� we chose the following regression vector

��t� � �u�t� �� u�t� �� u�t� �� y�t� �� y�t� ��� �����

To �nally settle the structure of the NN model the number of hidden units
had to be chosen� This number will decide the networks approximation abilities

��



and we obtained su cient 	exibility for a good �t with ten hidden units� The
model did not improve if the number of hidden units was increased further�
With ten hidden units� �ve inputs� and one output unit we have �� � �� �

�� � ��� � �� � �� parameters�
We then estimated the parameters in this network with our ��� samples in

the estimation set� In Figure � the criterion computed on the validation set after
each iteration of the minimization algorithm is shown for two di�erent sizes of
regularization� In the �rst case �solid line� the regularization was set to zero�
and we can clearly see that overtraining occurs� First the criterion decreases
and the �t improves� After approximately �� iterations the minimum is reached
which corresponds to the model that minimizes the �t for the validation data�
Further iterations give an increasing criterion and the model becomes worse
again� The theory from the preceding sections explains this behavior� At the
beginning of the search the most important parameters are adapted and the
�t improves� After some ten iterations the important parameters are �tted
and just the super	uous parameters remain un�tted� When they also converge
they give rise to over�t which is seen by the increase of the criterion� This can
also be seen as a regularization which is slowly switched o� during the search�
First� before the search starts� there is nothing but bias towards the initial
parameter value� which corresponds to a very large regularization �recall from
������ that the regularization parameter is linked to the number of iterations#��
Then gradually during the search as the parameters are �tted to the data� the
bias diminish� The minimum of the criterion corresponds to an optimal choice
of regularization�
In the second case �dashed line in Figure �� the regularization was chosen

to ���� j � � �� j� with �� � �� and we see that no overtraining occurs� there
is no increase of the criterion� In this case the regularization is not switched o�
and� hence� the over�t is prevented�
Regularization towards other values than �� � �� but still within a reason�

able neighborhood� gives similar results� Hence� the most important feature is
to prevent the super	uous parameters to adapt to noise� and not to attract the
parameters towards particular values�
How are the singular values of the Hessian a�ected by the regularization!

In Figure � the singular values for these two cases are shown� Without regu�
larization the singular values can get arbitrarily small� and in this example the
smallest is of the order ���	� This means that the corresponding parameters�
or parameter combinations� are very fragile to disturbances�
The singular values cannot be smaller than the regularization currently used�

and we see this when a regularization of ���� is being used� The former small
singular values are set equal the regularization� which then means that they
cannot be disturbed so easily any longer� These singular values corresponds to
super	uous parameters� virtually switched o� by introduction of the regulariza�
tion�
In respect to these arguments we can regard the singular values larger than
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Figure �� The criterion of �t evaluated for validation data after each iteration
of the numerical search� Solid line� no regularization� The criterion reaches a
minimum and increases again� i�e�� overtraining� Dashed line� regularized with
����� No overtraining occurs

the regularization as corresponding to the useful parameters� From Figure � we
conclude that one can make use of roughly �� parameters when identifying this
plant with the given data� and with this particular model�
An interesting feature is that if the number of hidden units was increased

and the regularization was kept at ����� then all additional parameters became
super	uous� i�e�� the virtual number of parameters stayed at ��� This means
that the data does not contain any more information which can be incorporated
by an increase of the number of hidden units�
In Figure � the NN model is used for simulation on the validation set and

compared to the true output of the plant and the simulation of the best linear
model�
An alternative to regularization would be to reduce the number of hidden

units and this way get rid of some of the parameters so that no overtraining
occurs� i�e�� the number of parameters is reduced until no super	uous parameters
remain� This is not trivial because when we speak of super	uous parameters we
actually mean super	uous directions in the parameter space� These directions
are given by the eigenvectors of the Hessian� Q� ������� Hence� it is not certain
that the small eigenvalues correspond to distinct parameters� However� we tried
this in the framework of our NN model� i�e�� we applied the same NN model
and reduced the number of hidden units until no regularization was necessary to
prevent overtraining� We landed on �ve hidden units� i�e�� ������� � ����� �
�� parameters� however the remaining model did not possess enough 	exibility
of adaptation� and the overall result was worse then with the larger model in
connection with regularization� The conclusion is that by removing super	uous
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parameters we had also removed some important ones too�

� Criterion Minimization Using Estimation Data

and Validation Data

The obvious thought when faced with an estimation problem like ����� is of
course to carry out the minimization until the absolute minimum has been
reached� As we have found in the previous sections this might however lead to
a worse estimate than when the iterations are 
prematurely� stopped� This is
due to the implicit� and bene�cial� regularization e�ect�
We are thus left with the problem to decide when to stop the iteration � or�

equivalently according to ������� to select the size of the regularization parameter
��
A reasonable and general approach is to apply cross�validation� i�e�� to use

a second data set � the validation data� that have not been utilized for the
parameter estimation � to decide when to stop the iterations� This is natural�
since the criterion that we really want to minimize is the expected value of the
criterion function� �VN � in ������ Pragmatically� this also makes sense� since we
are looking for a model that is good at reproducing data it has not been adjusted
to�
In practical use� this idea is easily applied as follows� Let

V E
N ��� Z

N
E � �����

be the criterion function �like ������ evaluated for the estimation data and let

V V
M ��� Z

M
V � �����

be the corresponding function evaluated for the validation data� Run the mini�
mization routine of your choice to minimize V E

N ��� Z
N
E �� like ����� and use

V V
M �
��
�i���
N � ZM

V � � V V
M �
��
�i�
N � ZM

V � �����

as the stopping criterion� This indeed is a commonly used method� not the least
in connection with neural network estimation�
To curry this idea somewhat further� it is natural to extend the iterative

search routine for the iterative search routine for the minimization of V E
N to

look in all descent directions for a new estimate� That leads to the following
stopping criterion�

Stop the minimization when no parameter
value can be found that decreases the values
of both V E

N and V V
M

�����

��



We are thus lead to a multicriterion minimization problem� and it is of
interest to �nd out the parameters that obey ������ i�e�� the Pareto�optimal
points� We con�ne this analysis to the case of quadratic criteria or� equivalently�
local properties�
In the quadratic case the criteria can be written

V E
N ��� Z

E
N � � �� �

��EN �R
E
N �� �

��EN � � �E� �����

V V
M ��� Z

V
M � � �� �

��VM �R
V
M �� �

��VM � � �V� ����

where ��EN and
��VM are the minima of V E

N and V V
M � R

E
N and R

V
M are the Hessians

of V E
N and V V

M � and �
E
� and �

V
� are the noise variances of the data sets Z

E
N and

ZV
M �recall ������� respectively�
A point ��� such that ����� and ���� cannot both be decreased by picking

another value� must have the property that the gradient of V E
N and V V

M have
opposite directions at the this value� i�e��

RE
N ��

� � ��EN � � �kRV
M ��

� � ��VM �

for some k � � ������

The possible resulting estimates ��N using the stopping rule ����� are thus given
by

��N � �R
E
N � kRV

M �
���kRV

M
��VM �RE

N
��EN � ������

for some positive number k� Which values we converge to depends on the initial
conditions�
Now� clearly� ��N is also the value that minimizes V

E
N � kV V

M � i�e��

��N � argmin
�
�V E

N ��� Z
E
N � � kV V

M ��� Z
V
M �� ������

The implications of this analysis are somewhat paradoxical� Applying thought�
ful cross�validation in order to obtain well balanced regularization properties is
the same as calculating the absolute minimum � without regularization � of a
criterion ������ which weights the estimation and validation data together� If
such a combination of data is to be made� it is natural to let k re	ect the relative
signal�to�noise properties in the respective sets� and thus take k � � if the E
and V data have been collected under similar circumstances�
Notice that this actually entirely removes the 
validation� aspects of the

data ZV
M � we could as well have joined ZE

N and ZV
M to begin with into one

bigger data set and minimize the corresponding �unregularized� criterion�
The validation data must thus be used with caution� and actually just be

utilized to check the validity of one given model�
Note also that due to the links ������� ������� and ������ between number

of iterations i� regularization parameter �� and e cient number of estimated
parameters "d �
e cient model order�� the same remarks apply also to the model
structure selection in general�
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� Conclusions

This contribution has pointed out the following results�

�� Regularization is a necessary feature to keep the variance error reasonably
small in models employing many parameters�

�� Performing a limited amount of iterations when searching for the criterion
minimum is a way to achieve regularization�

One consequence of this is that performing more �gradient�type� itera�
tions of a non�regularized criterion will make the model worse� This phe�
nomenon is well�known in neural network modeling and is called 
over�
training�� or 
overlearning�� It is also interesting to link the concept of

overtraining� to the classical statistical problem of 
over�t�� By over�t
is then meant that an unnecessary large number of parameters have been
employed by the parametrization� so that the model has excessive vari�
ance� In the NN context 
overtraining� typical relates to the number of

training cycles� By the discussion in section � � in particular ������ � the
true connection between these concepts have been clari�ed�

�� A natural approach to use this result� would be to iteratively try to mini�
mize the criterion based on estimation data� and stop the iterations when
the criterion applied to validation data no longer decreases� In NN mod�
eling this is common practice�

�� However� if all descent directions for the criterion based on estimation
data are tried out using this method� it turns out that this is equivalent
to minimize a criterion based on both the estimation and the validation
data sets� using no regularization�

�� There are two important consequences of the last observation�

a Using the validation data in this way� actually annihilates the regu�
larization e�ect� We obtain an unregularized estimate for the total
data set�

b It also shows that one has to be careful to use a �validation� data set
when deciding about degree of regularization� It actually turns out
that the validation data set starts to play a role of estimation data�

�� Regularization or early stopped iterations have the same basic features
as a choice of model order� Many parameters in a model structure have
a similar e�ect as using a low degree regularization and as using many
iterations in the minimization� The above point thus indicates that using
validation data for model structure selection may show a similar feature
in that the validation data no longer becomes a good independent test of
the resulting models qualities�
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